
LSS LIBRARY LEARNING COMMONS PRESENTS

IN-TEXT 
CITATIONS 

THE BASICS

Whenever you use a quotation, summarize or paraphrase 
someone else's ideas or research, you must site the source(s). 

An in-text citation must appear directly following the 
quote/summary/paraphrase. Your in-text citations must match 

up with the sources in your Works Cited list. 

IN-TEXT CITATIONS INCLUDE TWO PARTS:

1) the author's last name (most often)
2) the page number where you found the quote/summary/paraphrase (if 

available)
And these two items appear in parentheses (brackets) at the end of the 

quote/summary/paraphrase
Example: "This is a direct quote" (Girard, 23).

CITING SHORT QUOTATIONS 
(FOUR LINES TYPED OR LESS)

Surround the quotation/paraphrase/summary with quotation marks and 
follow with an in-text citation

 
Example: 

"This is a short quotation that is less than four lines typed and so I am 
using quotation marks and following the quote with my in-text citation" 

(Girard, 23).

CITING LONG QUOTATIONS 
(MORE THAN FOUR TYPED LINES)

You should always try to keep quotations as brief and to the point as possible 
(your teacher/professor is more interested in what you think), but if a quotation 

is longer than four typed lines of text, you should: 
- first, introduce the quotation with a complete sentence, followed by a colon
- then, use a "block" format for the quotation, meaning: indent the entire text 

half an inch from the left margin
- do NOT use quotation marks

- and follow with an in-text citation.

EXAMPLE - LONG QUOTATION
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PARAPHRASES & SUMMARIES

Paraphrasing or summarizing is what you're doing when you take 
someone else's work and put it into your own words. This is an effective 

way to highlight key points from the work you're citing, but without 
directly quoting. You want to save direct quotes for a "wow factor", 

emphasizing something the author has said that you couldn't possibly say 
better yourself. If you can summarize or paraphrase without losing the 

impact of what the author is saying, do it - and follow it up with an in-text 
citation.

 PARAPHRASES & SUMMARIES: EXAMPLE

The Library learning Commons website boils down in-text citations to 
three important types: short quotations, long quotations and 

paraphrases/summaries (Girard).
 

In this example, you're summarizing my work from the library website - so 
it's my last name, Girard, and then no page number because the webpage 

doesn't have any page numbers or location indicators. You're 
summarizing, since it's pretty basic information - so it's not really 

necessary to quote word-for-word.

TIPS FOR INCORPORATING CITATIONS INTO YOUR 
WORK

- Keep citations as short as possible
- Place the in-text citation where there is a natural pause in your writing 

(generally at the end of a sentence) to not interrupt the flow.
- Fit partial quotations grammatically within your sentences rather than 

inserting full-sentence quotations.
Example: 

MORE TIPS

- You only write out the author's full name the first time you quote them. 
Afterwards, use their last-name only.

- To leave out part of a quotation, insert ellipses (three periods with a 
space before and after each period) where the omission occurs. This may 

be necessary for grammar or removal of unnecessary information. 
Example "You should always write down the sources you use... and 

provide your teachers with a bibliography of all your sources" (Girard). 
 
 
 

MORE TIPS

-- To add or slightly change words within a quotation for grammar 
(change tense) or clarity (replace a pronoun), put square brackets around 

the change 
- When citing material already enclosed in quotation marks (examples: 
dialogue/direct speech in a novel), replace the double quotation marks 
with single quotation marks. Then, surround the entire quotation with 

double quotation marks. 
Example: "'That's what Hermione does,' said Ron, shrugging. 'When in 

doubt, go to the library!'"
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